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Late Holocene hunter‑gatherers of the Pacific Northwest region of North America
supported 1arge permanent communities through an economic system characterized by
logistical task group organization, mass harvesting and processing of select resources
such as salmon, and 1arge scale storage. This is the "collector" socio‑economic system
which appears to have its origin in this region during the Middle Holocene between 3500
and 5000 years ago. Despite its importance, the evolution ofthe collector system remains

poorly understood. This paper offers a new model fbr the evolution of hunting and
gathering during the Middle Holocene period relying on taxic macroevolutionary theory.
Briefly, the model suggests that cultural diversification occurred during the period of

4000 to 5000 b.p. under optimal environmental conditions. A wide range ofdifferent
hunter‑gatherer systems emergea includmg a variety of fbraging systems not reliant upon
storage or any complex fbrms oflogistical mobility, as well as at least one collector

system. The Neoglacial temperature downturn shortly after 4000 b.p. brought new
pressures upon these hunter‑gatherers and resulted in decimation ofmany systems.
Continuity of the collector system was fbrtuitous and resulted in its rapid spread
throughout the region. These data suggest that on 'the macroevolutionary scale, cultural

evolution proceeds through cultural cladogenesis or splitting and subsequent systems
scale selection. The emergence ofradically new cultural patterns, such as hunter‑gatherer

"collector" systems in the Pacific Northwest, through diversification and decimation,

may be common in many worldwide cultural sequences.

INTRODUCTION
Arguably, the most fundamenta1 problem to be addressed by archaeologists ofthe Pacific

Northwest region ofNorth America is the emergence of complex hunter‑gatherers featuring
relatively high population densities, semi‑sedentary communities, status inequality, and
monumental art arid architecture [DRucKER 1955]. Ethnographic and Late Prehistoric Pacific

Northwest Coast and Interior communities were supported by "collector" socio‑economic
systems [BiNFoRD 1980] that emphasized specialized task‑groups, and mass‑harvesting and

storage of select resources such as salmon, herring, and sea mammals. Indeed, few
archaeologists would dispute the importance of the collector strategy as the basic economic
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fbundation for the elaborate cultural traditions in this region [MATsoN and CoupLAND 1995].

Most agree that befbre the complex cultures of the late Holocene could arise, this basic

economic infrastmcture had to be in place [AMEs l981, 1983, 1985; BuRLEy 1980; CANNoN

1998; CARLsoN 1998; CHATTERs 1995; CoupLAND 1985, 1998; FLADMARK 1975; MAscHNER
1992; MATsoN 1983, 1992, MATsoN and CoupLAND 1995; MoNKs 1987]. Though there is some
debate [CANNoN 1995, 1998, in press; CARLsoN 1998], most also agree that the collector system

appeared during the later Middle Holocene, perhaps well after 5000 b.p. [BuRLEy 1980;
CHATTERs 1995]. What remains imdamentally unclear is the process by which this adaptation
emerged. Indeed, Moss and Erlandson [1995: 35] state that archaeologists "have only sketchy
notions of the Middle Holocene cultural changes that accompanied the transition from relatively

egalitarian Eariy Holocene peoples to the complex Pacific Coast societies of the Late
Holocene." In the same article [1995: 33], Moss and Erlandson urge archaeologists not to
"shoehorn" archaeological cultures ofthe complex Middle Holocene (and other periods) into
"arbitrary stages," as additional data accumulate. We argue, fbllowing Eldredge and Gould
[1972], that such pitfa11s can only be avoided through the apriori consideration ofnew ideas
about the past and the evolutionary process, rather than simple continuous data collection. We
suggest that, though much further work is required, the current data base exhibits patterning
which can be understood with an alternative theoretical' framework.
In this paper, we present a taxic macroevolutionary model of cultural evolution and apply
our understandmg ofthe model to the crucial Middle Holocene period in the Pacific Northwest.
Our aim is a better understanding of the rise of collector systems in this region. In particular,

we demonstrate that the collector system of the later prehistoric period was probably
organizationally and technologically far more complex than systems dominant earlier in the

Holocene. Indeed, fbr much ofthe Holocene, the risk ofexperimenting with this new form of
organization may have been largely prohibitive for most groups. Widespread emergence of
collecting as the dominant socio‑economic system may have been a consequence of significant
environmental change after 4000 b.p., and a failure ofmany local foraging systems that were
then replaced by collecting systems. The collector strategy appears to have its origin in semi‑

isolated small populations prior to this time, and was favored by these new environmental
conditions.

FORAGER AND COLLECTOR SYSTEMS
As outlined by Ames [1995], Chatters [1995], Hayden [l992], and others [e.g., MATsoN
and CoupLAND 1995] Pacific Northwest societies, whether on the coast [MATsoN and CeupLAND
1995] or the interior Plateau [CHATTiiRs and PoKoTyLo 1998], supported their large populations

and complex societies through economic activities best described as logistically organized
collecting. lndeed, it is miikely that the ethnographicaliy documented cultural pattern from this

region could have evolved without a system of this nature. An important aspect of explaining
the rise ofthese cultures then concems the evolution ofthe collector system [C}{ATTERs 1995].

The concept oflogistically organized collectors derives most prominently from the work

ofBinfbrd [1980, 1982] who argued fbr a continuum ofhunting and gatheimg subsistence and
mobjlity adaptations rangjng from forager to collector. Though many ofBinford's conclusjons
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mirrored earlier works on hunter‑gatherer economic tactics [BEARDsLEy et al. 1956], his work

offered critical new linkages between patterns of hunter‑gatherer behavior and potential

patterning of the archaeological record. Since Binfbrd's seminal papers, a number of
archaeologists have added to our understanding ofecological and archaeological correlates of

the fbrager‑collector continuum [BrwoRTH 1991, 1997; CHATTERs 1987; KELLy 1983, 1992;

SHoTT 1986; ToRRENcE 1983].
At one end ofthe scale, foragers "map‑on" to new resource patches, generally utilizing an

immediate‑return subsistence tactic [WooDBuRN l982]. Foragers have been described as
residentially mobile, rarely staying in a given place fbr more than a few weeks. Bamforth [1997]

notes however, that fbrager mobility strategies may be quite variable. Residential group
populations are generally low, food sharing is usually obligatory and social status economically

egalitarian [HAyDEN 1981, 1995]. The archaeological record of fbragers tends to include

residential base camps and resource procurement places or "locations" [BiNFoRD 1980].
Subsistence activities are scheduled according to the availability ofresources. Risk ofseasonal

shortage is mitigated by residential mobility and an often diverse diet [CHATTERs 1987, 1995].

In contrast, collectors are residentially less mobile, while employing far more complex
"logistical" mobility strategies [KELLy 1983]. These require the collection of specific resources

by specialized task groups. Many resources are mass‑collected for eventual storage, allowing
such hunter‑gatherers to reduce seasonal variation in resource supply. Scheduling by collectors

can be complex, as illustrated by Alexander [1992], when multiple resources must be harvested
and processed in short order during a single season. This typically requires forms oftechnology,

labor organization and task specialization largely unlmown to those using a foraging system

[mas 1995; BINFoRD 1978; HAyDEN 1992, 1995; HAyDEN et al. 1985]. Collectors often have
larger populations [BAMFoRTH 1997] and tend towards at least some degree of economically‑

based status inequality [mas 1995; HAyDEN 1995].
Binfbrd [1990] argues that the different aspects ofmobility and subsistence linked to
foraging and collecting will occur in organizationally distinct combinations depending upon
local ecological conditions. This could be interpreted to imply that an almost infinite array of

adaptive systems may exist, ranging from sedentary fbragers to mobile collectors. Indeed
archaeologists have recognized variation ofthis nature. Chatters [1995] documents a high degree

ofsedentism in thq Pithouse I fbrager systern ofthe Columbia Plateau, while Kelly and Todd
[1988] argue for high residential mobility combined with equa11y high logistical mobility among
early Paleoindians ofNomh America. 'IIhese distinctions should not be interpreted to imply that

hunter‑gatherers can simply and freely choose among this array ofeconomic behavioral options,

thus reinventing economic systems to suit their current social and ecological environment.
Rather, a strong body of evidence suggests that, once established, economic systems remain
stable fbr some period oftime before evolving or going extinct. Binfbrd [1990: 147] suggests
that mobility constraints will prodnce a "punctuated pattern" of change and geographic variation

in hunter‑gatherer systems. Ames [1983] suggests that some systems will be relatively
"resilient" and others "stable," noting that resilient systems tend to be more adaptively flexible

while stable systems are more specialized and subject to adverse effects of external
heterogeneity. Chatters [1995: 489] concludes that economic systems (or the "adaptive
strategy") tend to act 1ike organisms, with each behavior integrated with others "in an annual
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or supra‑annual scheme that delivers a predictable and nutritionally sufficient fbod supply."
Further, Chatters [1995: 389‑390] argues that "addition or deletion ofa key resource, or change

in the time expended on an existing resource will send ripples throughout the system, altering
the time available for gearing up, non‑fbod resource gathering, inter‑group interaction, and so

fbrth..." Eventually, positioning of the human group may be altered to such a degree that

collection ofkey resources becomes unfeasible, necessitating system change or collapse.
Rosenberg [1994] views cultural systems as "ideationally regulated" evolutionary entities with
the ability fbr selfreplication. To Rosenberg [1994] evolutionary change comes about through

weakening of regulatory constraints. Taken to its logical extreme, an expanded frequency of
maladaptive behaviors can lead to cultural disintegration.

If these arguments are correct, then, though economic systems ofhunter‑gatherers can be
extremely variable from an organizational standpoint per Binford [1990], Chatters [1987, 1995],

and others [KELLy and ToDD 1988], evolution ofeconomic strategies cannot be viewed as a
consequence ofindividual people gradually and freely pickng and choosing between the fu11
array of cultural ecological options, but rather more often as a record of competition and
differential success of cultural systems [MAsoN 1998]. As Chatters [1995] notes, any changes

to economic strategies such as adding and deleting resources, adjusting procurement and
processing schedules and tactics, or reorganizing labor could be risky to the individual

practitioner [CAsHDAN 1980; HiTcHcocK and EBERT 1984] or to entire human populations
[FLANNERy 1986]. This would serve to enfbrce powerfUl restraints against variation in all but
the most unusual situations. A major change such as the shift from a forager‑1ike to a collector‑

like model could represent a particularly extreme example of this. Indeed, Chatters [1995]
suggests that the evolution of collecting may have been as traumatic and culturally significant

to Pacific Northwest peoples as the emergence of agricultural systems in other regions. No
wonder that archaeologists record long term patterns ofrelative stasis or even oscillatory hunter‑

gatherer cultural evolution, particularly in consistently extreme environments such as the Great
Basin, Subarctic, Northwestern Plains, and notably, the early to middle Holocene of the Pacific

Northwest.

TH[E EVOLUTION OF COLLECTOR SYSTEMS IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

REGION
Explanations fbr the evolution ofcollector systems in the Pacific Nonhwest region have
been well reviewed in a series ofrecent publications [A]vllis 1994; AMEs and MAscHNER 1999;

LiGHTFooT 1993; MATsoN and CoupLAND 1995; Moss and Eiu.ANDsoN 1995]. Briefly these
models can be organized into several basic groups. First, Fladmark [1975], Carlson [1998],
Carlson and Hobler [1993], and Cannon [1998] link environmental opportunity to the rise of
systems characterized by salmon and shellfish intensification, storage and sedentism. Carlson

and Hobler suggest that Middle Holocene environmental conditions in the GulfofGeorgia area
permitted the rise of the complete ethnographic Northwest Coast pattern prior to 4000 b.p.

Second, a number ofresearchers fa11 back on the familiar population pressure arguments
ofBinford [1968], Boserup [1965], and Cohen [1977]. These argurnents suggest that culture
does not change unless significant pressures develop requiimg new adaptive responses. Cohen
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[1981], Schalk [1981], Croes and Hackenberger {1988], and Lohse and Sammons‑Lohse [1986]
argue for late Middle Holocene population rise leading to intensification offish resources and

associated development ofstorage and semi‑sedentism. Kuijt [1989] suggests that declining
access to ungulates favored subsistence diversification ultimately incorporating large numbers

of salmon in subsistence economies during the Middle Holocene.

A third group requires the combination of environmental opportunity and technological
advancement to facilitate the rise ofcollectors [BuRLEy 1980; HAyDEN 1981, 1990; imscHNER
1991]. The development of semi‑sedentism, storage and intensification then permits social

inequality to develop due to resource control [CoupLAND 1985, 1988; MATsoN 1989],
development ofmore efficient information processing capabilities through hierarchical social
relations [AMEs 1981, 1985], aridlor through activities ofselfiinterested aspimg elites [HAyDEN

1990, 1995; MAscHNER 1991; MAscHNER and REEDy‑imscHNER 1998]. These models offer
important insight into the evolutionary process but recent theoretical discussions [LyMAN and

O'BRIEN 1998; RosENBERG 1994; ScHIFFER 1996; SpENcER 1997] suggest that some assumptions
may be in error. Two major issues are the lack ofa role fbr natural selection and the assumption
of anagenesis.

Many models exclude any explicit role for natural selection and can consequently be

defined as adaptationist [CHATTERs 1995; DuNNELL 1980]. The environment either offers
problems to be solved (population‑resource imbalances per Cohen [1977, 1981], Croes and
Hackenberger [1988], Schalk [1981]) or provides opportunities fbr new adaptations allowing

populations to erijoy benefits not inherent in older systems [BuRLEy 1980; CARLsoN 1998;
FLADMARK 1975; FLADMARK et al. 1990; HAyDEN et al. 1985]. Maschner and his collaborators

[MAscHNER 1991; MAscHNER and PATToN 1996; MAscHNER and REEDy‑MAscHNER 1998]
employ evolutionary psychology suggesting that selection in organic evolution has produced

an organism programmed for socio‑economic competition. Maschner and Patton [1996: 102]
state that we must assume "that social ranking and political complexity will arise, whenever
and wherever it is adaptively possible." It becomes the job of the archaeologist to "detemine

where and when these possibilities occur, what environmental and social variables were
significant, and what the prehistoric actors did about it" [MAscHNER and PATToN 1996: 102].
This model implies natural selection in the biological realm (fbr Hbmo sapiens) but excludes
any clear role fbr selection in cultural change. Thus, cultural evolution is the gradual unfbldmg

of human potential as limited by psychological constraints. Though methodologically
individualist, it remains adaptationist by excluding a role fbr selection of cultural variants. By

excluding cultural selection, adaptationist models relinquish a mechanism fbr defining

adaptations [O'BRiEN and HoLLAND 1990] and for sorting between competing variants
[CHATTIIRs 1995].

A perhaps greater problem with adaptationist models is their implicit assumption of

cultural anagenesis [LyMAN and O'BRlliN 1998; RosENBERG 1998]. Use ofanagenetic models
does not necessarily preclude cultural evolution as it only refers to a directional pattern of

evolution without branching or splitting [GouLD and ELDREDGE 1986]. Chatters [1995: 343]
notes that fbr evolution to proceed, "alternate technologies and strategies...must exist and be

expressed as behaviors on which natural selection acts." ln other words, non‑Darwinian models
of culture change lack a mechanism for producing the variation to be acted upon by selection.
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A good example in cultural evolution could be cultural bottlenecking [PRENTiss and CHATTERs
2003] whereby an isolated human population and its associated cultural system evolve under
pressure to avoid extinction (similar to the biological model outlmed by Stanley [1998]). Despite

perhaps occasional relevance, the exclusively anagenetic models may be largely inappropriate
fbr the process of cultural evolution in the Pacific Northwest as they exclude cultural variation

in their developmental schemes, whereas a' significant body ofresearch now suggests that the
emergence ofvariation is a fundamentally necessary part of the cultural evolutionary process

[BARToN and CLARK 1997; BoyD and RicHERsoN 1982, 1992; DuNNELL 1980; LyMAN and
O'BRiEN l998; RosENBERG 1994; SpENcER 1997]. Lyman and O'Brien [1998: 626] go as far as
to argue that, if cultural evolution is anagenetic then it can only occur through "saltation" or

sudden appearance of entirely new species through some special transforming event [see also

MAyR 1988]. A more appropriate approach would be to accept the possibility of cultural

cladogenesis [LyMAN and O'BRiEN l998; RosENBERG 1994, 1998]. Cladogenetic models
recognize cultural evolution as a process ofperiodic cultural splitting or diversification where,

for example, alternative strategies may emerge and exist geographically adjacent to older

systems. This recognizes the ability and opportunity fbr local populations to diverge
occasionally from more dominant regimes. It also provides the raw material on which selection

can operate across multiple scales [RosENBERG 1994; SpENcER 1997]. ･
Though no Pacific Nonhwest archaeologists have published a comprehensive evolutionary
model incorporating cladogenesis and selection, a number have recognized the importance of
these factors in their fbrmulations. Carlson [1998], Cannon [1998], and Kuljt [1989] have
suggested that ecological conditions may have significant longer term effects on local cultural

variants. Cannon [1998] infers an early appearance of salmon intensification at the Namu site.

Hayden [1981, 1992, 1995] suggests that local conditions may have the effect of allowing
certain individuals and groups to succeed in implementing new cultural practices which might

be disallowed elsewhere. Matson [1989] and Coupland [1985, 1988] recognize that control of
resource access and the evolution of social complexity require local combinations of appropriate

resources and technologies. Ames [1983] clearly recognizes that variant systems may co‑exist
and potentially even compete. Chatters [l995] also recognizes this fact, suggesting that collector

systems may have come about in isolation or perhaps in multiple unique locales. In the
fo11owing discussion, we present a model theoretically linked to evolutionary ideas from the
field ofpaleobiology, recogriizing cultural entities on multiple scales as evolutionary individuals

and incorporating selection and cladogenesis. We argue that the model provides a more
comprehensive accounting fbr the middle Holocene evolution ofcollector systems in the Pacific

Northwest.

A TAXIC MACROEVOLUTIONARY APPROACH TO CULTURE CHANGE
Taxic macroevolutionary theory has been developed by paleontologists frustrated with the

inab"ity of the synthetic and "hardened" neoDarwinism to fu11y explain the complex
evolutionary patterns and processes indicated by the paleontological record [GouLD 1982].
Taxic macroevolutionists suggest that the findings ofmathematical genetics or "microevolution"
cannot be directly extrapolated to the scale ofmacroevolution where unique processes are also
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recognizable. Taxic macroevolutionists recognize a nested hierarchy ofevolutionary individuals

that includes species [ELDREDGE 1985; ELDREDGE and SALTHE 1984]. Evolution on the
macroevolutionary scale occurs as a process ofemergence and sorting of species within clades

[VRBA and GouLD 1986] producing punctuated equilibrium, though some cases of gradual
evolution are also recognized [STANLEy 1979]. iMthough taxic macroevolutionists acknowledge

the importance ofnatural selection at the individual organism and gene level, they give
analytical priority to sorting mechanisms operating at higher levels [ELDREDGE 1989a; VRBA

and GouLD 1986] sometimes described as "species selection" [STANLEy '1975]. Long‑term
evolutionary patterns illustrating variant histories of species "birth" and "death" are assessed,

allowing macroevolutionists insight into the broader questions of evolutionary biology
[ELDREDGE 1985; STANLEy 1998]. We argue that many ofthese ideas have relevance fbr better

understanding the cultural evolutionary process (a more comprehensive version of these
arguments is fbund in Prentiss and Chatters [2003]).

A key component of the biological model is the recognition of the nested hierarchy of
biological entities ranging from gene to species and higher. It is impossible not to see similar

hierarchy in culture. Thus, fo11owing the work ofEldredge [1989b], Lymari and O'Brien [1998],

Marks and Staski [1988], Rosenberg [1994], and Spencer [1997] we argue that culture is
organized as a hierarchy ofevolutionary individuals. These individuals (or entities) are "born,"

have histories, and "die" [MARKs and STAsKi 1988] and are thus no different firom the
definitions of"individual" provided by Eldredge and Cracraft [1980], Ghiselin [1974], and Hull

[1976]. Rosenberg [1994] postulates dual cultural hierarchies: ecological and genealogical.
Culture, viewed from the perspective of ecology, is defined by a nested hierarchy of human
populations from small groups, such as families, to societies. Parallel to the cultural ecological

hierarchy is the cultural genealogical hierarchy composed of infbrmation, progressing from

individual traits or "memes" to integrated infbrmation systems such as those of cultural
"systems." Traits are inherited through human communication and imitation and are sorted by
selection on their "ability" to selfreplicate, in some cases by conferring biologically fitness on

their users [BoyD and IUcHERsoN 1985; CAvALLi‑SFoRzA and FELDMAN 1981]. The cultural
hierarchy consists ofprogressively more complex arrays of integrated cultural infbrmation
expressed "phenotypically" as cultural behavior and maintained by the economic actions of

human organisms [RosENBERG 1994].
Selection operates on cultural (genealogical) entities in the same way it acts on organisms.

Thus, in Rosenberg's [1994] terms, "contracultural" behavior leads ultimately to economic
failure and extinction while cultural "reproduction" ultimately derives from effbctive economics

[ELDREDGE 1989a]. Cultural entities interact and compete with "peer" entities ‑ for example

competing corporate groups within the villages on the Northwest Coast [HAyDEN and CANNoN
1982]. They are also affected by events and processes operating at higher and lower levels of

the cultural hierarchy. For example, when the Chacoan System of the late prehistoric U.S.
Southwest collapsed, it had the direct effect ofdestroying a host oflesser entities such as the

Great House groups ofChaco Canyon [TAiNTER 1988].
The important microevolutionary research ofBoyd and Richerson [1985] has suggested
that variation between cultural systems is favored by i.solation ‑ separation preventing
homogenization or domination. Indeed it is hard to imagine just how a dramatically new fbrrn
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of organization could possibly even emerge, much less survive under conditions of high
interaction aiid/or subjugation. Significant change first requires disruption to the old or "parent"

system as argued by Arnold [1993], Earle [1997], Hayden [1995], Rosenberg [1994] and others

[e.g., CAsHDAN 1980; ScHNiRELMAN 1992; SpENcER 1997; TAiNTER 1988]. ,Disruptions
reorganize social relationships and reduce pressure to confbrm ‑ in essence a relaxing of
competition among middle level entities on the cultural hierarchy. Lifting the pressure fbr
conformity allows local variation to emerge. If rapid changes occur in the cultural equivalent
ofregulatory genes [STANLEy 1998: 149], particularly ideologies structuring the organization

oftechnoiogy, labor, and, to varying degrees, social･relations [EARLE 1997: 7], then we can
expect new forms oforganization ‑ in essence new cultural entities, tb appear extremely fast
(too fast to find the period oftransition in the archaeological record). These new systems will

often be initially small in scale, operated by limited populations. Macroevolutionary theory

[ELDREDGE 1989b, 1989a] suggests that they must be highly differentiated from the parent
system to avoid extinction for the same reasons as the parent system or to avoid the deleterious

effects of direct competition with a still‑powerfu1 parent system. For this reason, successfu1

emergent systems are often characterized by new subsistence practices (fbr example,
intensification or diversification), and in some cases new forms of intra‑group social
organization such as the competitive social environments described by Hayden [1981, 1995,
1998].

An abundance of research suggests that the most novel fbrms of life evolve during
diversification and radiation events associated with reduced competition [CARsoN 1968; GouLD

1989; MAcFADDEN and HuLBERT 1988; STANLEy 1992]. Cultural evolution should operate in
much the same way. Under conditions ofhigh selective pressure, fbr example sparse resources,

severe climatic conditions, and high predation pressure, opportunity fbr difEbrent cultural
variants will be heavily curbed through cultural prohibitions, direct competition, or simple

economic failure [HiTcHcocK and EBERT 1984; RosENBERG 1994]. With loosened economic
restrictions, opportunities fbr economic independence or semi‑independence among groups
may increase in frequency. With independence and at least panial isolation, we can expect the

evolution ofvariant cultural practices [BoyD and RicHERsoN 1985]. Conversely, competitive

conditions cqn lead to cultural "decimation" [GouLD 1989; STANLEy 1998]. Under new or
renewed competitive conditions, cultural failures or extinction can come about through direct
competition and exploitation as well as more basic economic collapse. This implies a role fbr
historical contingency in the form ofrapid environmental changes, but also in the development
ofcompetitive relations between cultural groups and cultural "swamping" (cultural equivalent

of gene flow) or homogenization.

CULTURAL EVOLUTION IN THE PACIFIC NORTHVVEST REGION
The taxic macroevolutionary model outlined above suggests that novel fbrms ofculture
should come about cladogenetically under conditions of reduced pressure or competition.
Diversity will shrink as competitive conditions renew. The Pacific Northwest region ofNorth
America (Figure 3.1) provides an example ofthis process whereby very low system diversity

during the earlier Holocene undergoes sudden diversification just after 5000 b.p. The
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diversification pattern shifts to a decimation pattern after 4000 b.p. such that by approximately
3000 b.p. nearly all hunter‑gatherers are operating a collector system. Throughout the fo11owing

discussion we attempt to categorize the evidence for distinctive hunter‑gatherer socioeconomic
systems, where possible, by identifying them with period, phase, or complex designations (e.g.
Locarno Beach, Pithouse I, etc.). We assume, fo11owing Jochim et al. [1999], that higher‑level
cultural systems can be recognized archaeologically as a consequence of groirps with a common

cultural history "who thus maintained a dynamic interaction involving exchange of goods,
personnel, and information...". We give priority to the economic or infrastmctural component

of cultural systems because, first, it is most directly reflected in human behavior and
consequently in the archaeological record and, second, because in small scale societies, the
basic mode and relations ofproduction are particularly fundamenta1 and refleetive ofthe 1arger
cultural "Bauplan" or cultural pattern [HARRis 1999; RosENBERG 1994]. Thus, our analysis does
not seek to reconstmct ethnicity or ideology, but is more concerned with understandmg diversity
in basic behavioral adaptations as indicators ofbroader cultural changes.

Earliest Holocene occupations are generally associated with the North Coast Microblade
tradition (Figure 3.2) at sites including Groundhog Bay 2, Hidden Falls, Chuck Lake 2, Namu,
and several sites recently identified on the Queen Charlotte Islands, collectively dated in the

range of9500‑8000 b.p. [Ackerman 1968, 1992; Ackerman et al. 1985; Carlson 1991; Davis
1989; Fedje and Christensen 1999]. Slightly later dates are fbund in the central and southern

ponions of the region, typically associated with the Old Cordilleran culture [Carlson 1979;

Matson 1976; Matson and Coupland 1995; Moss and Erlandson 1995] (Figure 3.2). Old
Cordilleran technological patterns are also recognizable after 8000 b.p. on the interior Plateau.

Subsistence strategies in nonhern and southern coasta1 contexts appear to have emphasized
a relatively broad array of shellfish, and bottom and anadromous fish [Ackerman et al., 1985;

Casteel 1976]. Little evidence is present on the North Coast for strong reliance on mammals

[Ackerman 1992; Davis 1989; Fedje and Christensen 1999], while both sea and terrestrial
mammals were important in Old Cordi11eran components to the south [Imamoto 1976; Matson

and Coupland 1995]. Early to Middle Holocene sites on the Plateau reflect use of broad
spectrum upland fauna and flora in addition to varying degrees ofreliance on anadromous fish

[Carlson 1998; Chatters 1995; Chatters and Pokotylo 1998; Stryd and Rousseaul996]. No
evidence in the form of faunal data or storage facilities has been effectively presented to suggest

that any population in the Northwest relied upon a delayed‑return subsistence strategy prior to

approximately 5000 b.p.

Recent study of interior Old Cordilleran or Cascade technological organization
[ANDREFsKy 1995] indicates a pattern of frequent expedient tool production and discard using

local raw materials, combined with a pattern ofprocurement and long term transport ofselect
materials resulting in accumulations of some nonlocal materials. As argued by Andrefsky [1995:

109], this implies high mobility within Cascade times. Although no analyses ofraw material
distributions have been undertaken on the southern coast, the higher frequencies ofexpedient
tools and use oflocal coarse‑grained raw materials coupled with the lack of stmctural remains

in coastal Old Cordilleran components also implies high residential mobility [MATsoN 1976,

1996; MATsoN and CoupLAND 1995]. Lithic assemblages from the north coast also appear to
fit this pattern, with frequent use oflocal raw materjal sources combjned with occasional
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nonlocal sources such as Mount Edziza obsidian [DAvis 1989]. Stylistic similarity in some
fbrrns of lithic tools (particularly bifaces) between the interior Plateau and south and north

coasts [FEDJE and CHRisTENsEN 1999; MATsoN 1996] also reflects mobility and likely,
mteractlon.

Matson (1996) and Matson and Coupland (1995) identify some variation in faunal remains
between Old Cordilleran sites despite similarity in lithic assemblages, offering the possibility
of intersite variation in subsistence pursuits and seasonality. They do not demonstrate however,
that resource procurement tactics are organizationally distinctive. Indeed, none of these sites

fit expectations (BiNFoRD 1978, 1980, 1982) for either fbraging locations or logisticalltask
specific locations or camps. Thus, fbr now, we argue that the intersite variation may reflect
primarily residential mobility and fbraging emphases varying with ecological context, rather
than the sort of complex settlement organization that might be expected under a collector‑like

system.
Although there is undoubtedly spatial and temporal variation in the roles ofmobility and
subsistence during the Early to Middle Holocene, current evidence suggests a relatively stable
pattern ofresidential mobility, with frequent moves and relatively short occupation spans, broad‑
spectrum foraging in marine, riverine, and terrestrial contexts, and immediate food consumption.

Culture change during this time is best described as microevolutionary with no major turnovers
in socio‑economic systems or even artifact styles until approximately 5000 b.p. [CHAmiRs and

PoKoTyLo 1998; MATsoN and CoupLAND 1995; Moss and ERLANDsoN 1995; STRyD and
RoussEAu1996].
Relative cultural homogeneity of the Early to Middle Holocene gave way to significant
diversity after 5000 b.p. (Figure 3.3). We recognize multiple unique socio‑economic systems
active in the range of 5000‑3000 b.p. in the Pacific Northwest though some appear to be very
short‑lived with "lifespans" ofno more than 600 years.

Chatters [1989, 1995] documents the Pithouse I system, which is prominent on the
Columbia Plateau after 4500 b.p. but abruptly disappears from the record by 3800 b.p. Chatters
sees the Pithouse I system as a forager‑like subsistence strategy that is coupled with a high
degree of amiual sedentism. He gives several reasons fbr this conclusion. First, intersite variation

is extremely low, including only residential sites (often with housepits) and resource
procurement locations. This implies fbrager‑1ike mobility without use ofany special places for

intensive fbod harvesting and processing, as becomes common in later times. Second,
seasonality assessments ofmany residential sites indicate occupancy spaming both cold and
warrn seasons. Third, there is no evidence for food storage. Cache pits are lackmg and faunal
remains suggest immediate consumption. lndeed, salmon remains are relatively few in Pithouse
I sites compared to later Pithouse II, suggesting access may have been limited ecologically, but
also organizationally and technologically, Finally, there is absolutely no indication that Pithouse

I peoples ever favored any single panicular resource, as is critical fbr logistically organized

collectors [ALExANDER 1992; BiNFoRD 1978, 1980]. lndeed, Pithouse I faunal assemblages are
the most diverse of any in the entire prehistoric sequence from the Columbia Plateau [CHAT'rERs

1995].
Canadian Plateau archaeologists argue for the co‑existence of two unique cultural systems

termed the Lehman and Lochnore phases, between 5500 and 3500 b.p. [PoKoTyLo and
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]NdiTcHELL 1989; STRyD and RoussEAu1996]. Although a significant amount ofadditional data
collection and analysis is necessary, recent research into the Lehnan phase has documented
field locations (per Binfbrd [1980]) and small campsites [iwhcAs CoNsuLTING ARcHEoLoGIsTs
1985, 1986; RicHARDs and RoussEAu1987; SANGER 1970], lackng housepits or storage features.
Subsistence remains include deer, various fish, shellfish, and turtle, but there is no strong

reliance on salmon [STRyD and RoussEAul996]. This evidence suggests that Lehman phase
fbragers were residentially mobile, employing an immediate return subsistence economy, and
were 1ikely egalitarian in social relations. The Lochnore phase is represented by open campsites,

field locations, and a single housepit site [ARcAs CoNsuLTiNG ARcHEoLoGisTs 1983, 1986;

RJcHARDs 1978; SANGER 1969; WiLsoN CoNsuLTANTs, LTD. 1992]. Subsistence data suggests
a wide range ofprey species including deer, bear, various birds, fish, and molluscs [STRyD and

RoussEAul996]. With the exception of the Baker site, evidence for use of storage has been
lacking, though Stryd and Rousseau [1996] do suggest a much stronger reliance on salmon
fishing than that associated with the Lehnan phase.
Wilson Consultants, Ltd, [1992] argue on the basis ofexcavations at the Baker site, dated
4500‑4000 b.p., that a collector system can be recognized on the upper Thompson drainage due

to the presence of storage pits and salmon lacking head parts. We find this argument highly
tentative given the fact that many salmon head parts were indeed recovered and that the volume

ofthe Baker storage pits was extremely limited. Further, faunal assemblages associated with
individual housepits are very diverse and vary significantly on an inter‑house basis. The
exceedingly large and complex lithic tool inventory from the site however, is instructive. It

suggests that a high degree.of planning depth may have been integrated into resource
procurement operations. We suggest that if any elements oflogistical organization were present

at the Baker site, they may have fbcused on solving timing problems associated with
simultaneously available, but spatially discontiguous resources [ALExANDER 1992] without
embedding a high degree oflong term storage into the overall system. Thus, some aspects of
logistical organization that existed prior to 4000 b.p. on the Canadian Plateau may have been
similar to later systems, while socio‑economic systems as a whole were still organized quite
differently.

The Charles culture ofthe GulfofGeorgia and Lower Fraser Valley in southern British
Columbia appears by 4500 b.p. and lasts unti1 possibly 3300 b.p. [MATsoN and CoupLAND 1995;
Moss and ERLANDsoN 1995; PRATT 1992]. The Charles culture may reflect two distinct systems.

The Gulf of Georgia appears to have featured a pattern of shellfish, salmon and flatfish
intensification, but with little evidence fbr storage and delayed consumption [MATsoN and

CoupLAND 1995; Moss and ERLANDsoN 1995; PRATT 1992]. Lack of evidence fbr house
stmctures in the middens at sites such as Glenrose Cannery [MATsoN 1976], Crescent Beach

[MATsoN et al. 1991], and Pender Canal [CARLsoN and HoBLER 1993] may reflect a
maintenance ofhigh residential mobility precluding establislment ofhouse forms common in
later times [MATsoN and CoupLAND 1995] or, conversely, this may also reflect sampling bias
and complex formation processes. Varial)ility in site occupation seasonality and midden contents

may imply the possibility that the Charles Culture was organized around "serial" fbraging
strategies, taking advantage oftemporally structured resource availability (Per Binfbrd [1980]).

Data provided by Carlson and Hobler [1993], Cybulski [1991], and Arcas Consulting
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Archeologists Ltd. [1991, 1994] also suggest that despite the lack ofa collector system prior
to 3500 b.p. Iate Charles Culture burials do reflect the possibility ofemergent status competition

as marked by variability in grave goods, grave positioning, and labret marks. The Pender Canal
site contained multiple burials, one of which contained elaborate grave goods in the form of

carved horn spoons illustrating masks, and the possible presence of funeral potlatching and

"feeding the dead" predating 3500 b.p. [CARLsoN and HoBLER 1993: 45]. A burial from the

Tsawwassen site was fbund containing thousands ofbeads also predating 3500 b.p., among
other similarly dated burials without lavish grave goods [iwtcAs CoNsuLTING ARcHEoLoGIsTs
1991, 1994]. The dramatic differences between those burials "with" and those "without" implies

to us the possibility of at least some fbrm of achieved status difference between members of
late Charles Culture groups on the lower British Columbia mainland and GulfIslands. This is
not to say, however, that there is evidence fbr ascribed status organization, as recognized by
Burley and Knusel [1989] fbr the Marpole culture over 1OOO years later.

The Charles culture is also present approximately 1OO km east ofthe GulfofGeorgia,
where a very different pattern has been reconstructed. Schaepe [1998] and Mason [1994]
document the presence of large, rectangular, semi‑subterranean house structures at the Mauer

and Hatzic Rock sites dating 4500‑4000 b.p. Schaepe [1998] argues on the basis ofhouse size
and lithic artifact inventory that the houses at Mauer and Hatzic Rock reflect a collector‑like
system. However, the lack of subsistence remains and storage facilities, combined with a lithic

assemblage primarily reflecting expedient tool production and utilization does not strongly
support this idea. Rather, it appears more likely that a unique Middle Holocene system was in
operation here, featuring a high degree ofresidential stability supported by localized fbraging
without significant storage, perhaps not unlike that ofPithouse I. It is significant here that these

sites are found in ecotones as are the pithouse hamlets of Pithouse I, suggesting the strong
possibility that fbragers were optmizing access to the widest array of seasonal resources. No
indications of socio‑economic status competition have been recovered to date.

Data from the Early Littoral of the Oregon Coast, dating between possibly 5500 and 3000
b.p. or slightly later, reflect an immediate‑return foraging system simi1ar to the St. Mungo Phase

ofthe Charles culture [LyMAN and BENNETT 1991; MATsoN and CoupLAND 1995]. The Early
Littoral differs from the Charles culture, however, in its limited emphasis on salmon and lack
ofevidence for socio‑economic status variation.

The Namu site on the British Columbia Central Coast offers even greater evidence for
divergence from either the earlier Old CordilleranlNorth Coast Microblade traditions or the

Charles Culture [CANNoN 1991, 1995, 1998, n.d.; CARLsoN 1998]. A significant pattern of
salmon and shellfish intensification is recognized at Namu dating prior to 5000 b.p. and lasting

until 3800 b.p. [CANNoN 1998; CoupLAND 1998]. Significantly, salmon remains appear to be
lacking in head parts [CANNoN 1998, in press], prompting Cannon [1991, 1998] and Carlson
[1998] to argue that an early collector‑like system was operating. Ames [1998] argues that
Namu and other early sites with abundant evidence fbr salmon such as Five‑Mile rapids on the

Columbia River, could reflect temporary aggregations. Indeed, other Middle Holocene data
from the central coast area do not refiect a collector pattem IMiTcHELL 1988]. We suggest that
cultural variation may be present, but that further research is necessary [CANNoN 1998, in press].

Also in the central portion of the Northwest Coast is the Yuquot I site featuring Middle
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Holocene dates of4300‑3000 b.p. [CoupLAND 1998; DEwmRsT 1980; FoLAN and DEwmRsT
1980]. The artifact assemblage here is almost completely at odds with patterns recognized in

the Charles Culture, the Obsidian Culture [MiTcHELL 1988] or at Namu, displaying an almost
complete lack oflithic artifacts and an abundance ofshell and bone tools. Although further
reporting of faunal remains is necessary, Coupland [1998] suggests that a marine adaptation
was present.
The nomhern Nonhwest Coast offers two distinctive patterns. Data from Hidden Falls and

Prince Rupert Harbor [LiGmirooT 1989, MAcDoNALD and INGLis 1981, MATsoN and CoupLAND
1995, Moss 1998] suggest a generalized subsistence strategy that became increasingly narrow,

emphasizing deer and salmon in some locales. Evidence for fbod storage is lacking. One
structure is documented at Hidden Falls II and artifact assemblages are similar to those ofthe
Charles Culture, including ground slate points, abrading stones and labrets [LiGHTFooT l989,
Moss 1998]. As in the Charles Culture, serial foraging is an economic possibility here.

Fladmark et al. [1990] offer a provocative argument suggesting an early collector‑like

system oR the Queen Charlotte Islands. Ames [1998] and Matson and Coupland [1995] urge
caution, however, in interpreting the Middle Holocene archaeological data from the Queen
Charlotte Islands. Researchers must recognize that the excavations were undertaken with the
goal of developing cultural chronology rather than developing ideas about adaptive systems.
Further, not all results have been published. Nevertheless, it would be a major omission not to

discuss the important record from the Queen Charlottes. Thought to date 5000‑3000 b.p., with
most intense occupation probably occurring at 4000 b.p. IFLADMARK et al. 1990: 237], the.Blue
Jackets Creek site offers a deep shell midden and extensive bone, shell, antler and groundstone

tool industries featuring fish hooks, harpoons, clubs, labrets, and knives. Excavated burials
feature high degree ofvariance in grave goods, labret marks and burial positioning. Features
include heanh pits with fire‑cracked rock, other pits, post holes, and "living fioors" [FLAi)MARK

et al. 1990: 237]. Though faunal remains are inadequately published, fauna include a
preponderance of sea mammals and a wide diversity in shellfish, with multiple seasons of
occupation represented [MATsoN and CoupLAND 1995]. Fladmark et al. [1990] conclude that

the site may reflect a higher degree of sedentism than previously known on the Queen
Charlottes. The data published so far may reflect a very early pattern of specialized task
organization and semi‑sedentism while the role ofstorage remains unclear. The burials suggest
early and significant status differences in these populations.

Archaeologists recognize cultural continuities in the fbrrn of stylistic and technological

traditions in almost all the regions discussed here. Matson [1996] sees cultural continuity
between Old Cordilleran and the Charles Culture tparticularly the St. Mungo phase). Matson

[1996], Matson and Coupland [1995], Carlson and Hobler [1993], and Mitchell [1990] also
suggest the strong possibility of continuity between the Charles Culture and many later

developments on the coast. Chatters [1995] and Chatters and Pokotylo [1998] recognize
continuity between the Cascade Phase and Pithouse I on the Columbia Plateau. Fladmark et al.
[1990] argue fbr the possibility oflong term cultural continuity on the Queen Charlotte Islands,

though we note that the transition between the Moresby and Graham traditions is not well
understood. Further research considering these issues is also necessary on the north coast
mainland. Finally, there is the possibility that some Canadian Plateau variation is a consequence
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ofLochnore Phase expansion, presumably from an originally coastal context [STRyD and

RoussEAu1996].
Peak variation in settlement and subsistence systems appears to have occurred at
approximately between 4500 and 4000 b.p., imm'ediately prior to the temperature downturn
associated with the advent ofthe fu11 Neoglacial climatic episode [CHATTERs 1995; MANN et
al. 1998]. During this time the region may have featured highly mobile generalist foragers,
semi‑sedentary foragers, serial fbragers, supra‑annually sedentary foragers, and finally, some
early collectors. At least two local systems (Graham tradition and St. Mungo/Mayne phases of

the Charles Culture) may have been experimenting with status inequality while most remained
egalitarian. Between 4400 and 3000 b.p. cultural diversity in the Pacific Northwest declined

significantly. On the Canadian Plateau, no Lehnan Phase assemblage post‑dates 4400 b.p. and
Lochnore Qccupations appear to terrninate shortly after 4000 b.p. The inland Charles Culture

or Eayam Phase appears to be gone by 4000 b.p. Pithouse I disappears by 3800 b.p. The Gulf

ofGeorgia Charles Culture (St. MungolMayne phases) and mainland North Coast systems are
no longer visible after 3500‑3300 b.p. The unique adaptation represented at Yuquot is gone by

3000 b.p. and the fbraging system ofthe Oregon Coast vanishesjust under 3000 b.p. The
Graham Tradition ofthe Queen Charlotte Islands appears to survive the environmental changes
of4000 to 3500 b.p., illustrating a pattern ofcultural continuity well into the later Holocene.

Socio‑economic systems in the interior appear to have been the first to decline. This may
be because they were most poorly prepared for the downturn in water and air temperatures and
the linked restructuring of food resources. Chatters [1995] demonstrates dramatic population

collapse associated with the demise ofPithouse I. Similar processes may have affected the

Lochnore and Eayam phase peoples. Coastal areas were affected next, but perhaps less
drastically, as many coastal shell midden sites contain unbroken sequences of occupation

spanning the Middle to Late Holocene [ARcAs CoNsuLTiNG ARcHEoLoGisTs 1994; CARLsoN
and HoBLER 1993; MATsoN and CoupLAND 1995]. Despite occupational continuity in many
shell middens, cultural systems do change dramatically at approximately 3500‑3000 b.p.
throughout the coastal region. The change in all cases is from forager‑like to collector systems.
There is little evidence to suggest that the entire region slowly and anagenetically evolved

toward the collector model. Changes were often abrupt, and, as noted, sometimes featured
significant population collapse. Change with collapse may have been associated with actual
population replacement whereas change without dramatic population flux may have been linked
to transmission of integrated concepts via receptive populations. The collector system appears

to have evolved initially on the Central or North Coast, associated with the early Graham

Tradition of the Queen Charlotte Islands andlor the Namu site population. Salmon
intensification does abruptly stop at Namu at the same time that alternate systems elsewhere
on the coast and interior are apparently struggling. Outside ofthese locales, collecting appears

first in the Locarno Beach Phase ofthe GulfIslands and Lower Mainland ofBritish Columbia

[MATsoN and CoupLAND 1995], the Period II middens of Prince Rupert Harbor [MAcDoNALD
and INGus 1981], the Paul Mason site ofKitselas Canyon [CoupLAND 1988], and the Shuswap
Horizon ofthe Canadian Plateau [RicHARDs and RoussEAul987]. From these locales, it appears
to shift to the Columbia Plateau with the Pithouse II system [CHATTERs 1995], to southeastern
Alaska as represented at Hidden Falls Ill [DAvis 1989; Moss 1998] and specialized fishng sites

,
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[Moss et al. I990], and eventually on to the west coast ofVancouver Island, the South Coast

and Northern Califbmia [CHATTERs 1995; DRApER 1988; MATsoN and CoupLAND 1995].

DISCUSSION
We now consider two fundamenta1 questions. First, why did cultural variation emerge and
then decline in the Middle Holocene? Second, why did the collector system spread rapidly at
approximately 3500 b.p.? The cultural diversification process witnessed in the Pacific Nonhwest

between 5000 and 3500 b.p. provides an example ofa process we suspect is typical ofmany

archaeoiogical sequences worldwide. Other North American examples could include Great
Plains and Great.Basin socio‑economic diversification in the late Holocene [Piu]NTiss and

CHATTERs 2003]. Similar examples are known from Old World contexts as well, such as the
Neolithic diversification in southwestern Asia during the late Pleistocene and early Holocene

[BAR‑YosEF and MEADow 1995; RosENBERG 1994].
In the Pacific Northwest, this diversification occurs at the beginnings ofNeoglaciation, a

period associated with relatively warm temperatures but significantly increased moisture.
Although some will be ternpted to argue that environmental changes are insignificant and best
viewed as incidental, we counter, first, that the stmcture of small‑scale foraging societies is

strongly affected by ecological contexts [KELLy 1995] and, second, that the environmental
changes between 5400 and 3500 b.p. were anything but insignificant. 'IIhe lenghy Hypsithermal
period of the Early to Middle Holocene was marked by warrn and dry conditions. Many interior
Plateau landscapes now dominated by forests were typified by steppe‑1ike vegetation [CHAT[Ei]Rs

and LEAvELL 1994; MEHRiNGER 1985]. Coastal and interior forests began to take their modern

fbrm after 5400 b.p. due to increased moisture [HEBDA and MATHEwEs 1984; HEussER 1985;
MANN et al. 1998]. Despite increased precipitation, temperatures appear to have remained
relatively warm until approximately 3900 b.p. Major drainages such as the Columbia still
maintained warm waters and fiooded frequently [CHATTERs 1992, 1995; CHATTERs et al. 1995;

CHATTERs and HoovER 1992].
Sea levels began to reach their current levels between 4000 and 5000 b.p. in most parts of

the coast [CANNoN 2000; FEDJE and CHRisTENsEN 1999; FEDJE et al. 1996: MANN et al. 1998]
and archaeological evidence suggests that inshore fisheries and shellfish beds became fu11y

established [IMAMoTo 1976, MATsoN 1992; MATsoN et al. 1991]. However, prior to 4000 b.p.
relatively warm water and air temperatures, and frequent riveime fiooding and aggradation in

many areas would not have favored major expansion of anadromous fish populations.

Long growing seasons and increased precipita"on expanded seasonal access to a wide
array ofterrestrial resources. Access to marine resources also improved dne to sea level stal)ility.

Subsistence risk and uncertainty were significantly reduced, allowing populations to grow and
fission. Group fission under relaxed competition favored exploration ofnew economic strategies
and reorganized inter‑group relations. A major consequence ofthis appears to have been varying

degrees ofisolation brought about by increased sedentism and expansion on a more permanent
basis into areas previously only visited for short periods. Partial isolation and economic
opportmity allowed cultural variance between groups to increase IBoyD and RicHERsoN 1985].
The subsequent decline in cultural variation came about through twQ related processes: an
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environmenta1 "roll ofthe dice" [GouLD 1989] and an increase in socially rnediated competition.

As full Neoglacial conditions emergedjust after 4000 b.p., resource access was significantly
rearranged. On the Plateau there is a significant increase in conifer pollen and a parallel decrease

in fire frequency after 4000 b.p. [MAcK et al. 1978, 1978a, 1978b; SMiTH 1983]. There is also

a major increase in cedar and hemlock in southeast Alaska [MANN et al. 1998]. River
temperatures drop begiming at 3900 b.p. as marked by changes in rates of mollusc shell growth

[CHATTERs et al. 1995]. Finally, glacial expansion is fully underway after 4000 b.p. [BuRKE

and BiRKELAND 1983; CHATTERs 1995; DAvis 1988; MANN et al. 1998]. Cave sedimentation
rates increased at 4000 b.p., markng a colder regime [THoMpsoN 1985]. Colder and more moist
climates caused forests to quickly reach maximum extent and density, thereby increasing search

times fbr accessing terrestrial resources. Absolute numbers of anadrornous fish increased,
although the season in which they were available became significantly shorter [CHATTERs 1995,

1998; CHATTERs et al. 1995; MANN et al. 1998]. Marine ecosystems as a whole were probably
more productive, but also featured greater seasonal and annual variance [MANN et aL 1998].
For hunter‑gatherers, the yearly cycle in most areas probably shifted from one oflow variance
in seasonal resource accessibility tpre‑4000 b.p.), to high variation tpost‑4000 b:p.) with a warrn

season peak and major winter low.
The geologically sudden nature of this ,intense change selected against some systems,
particularly those in the interior that relied on diumal foraging, little to no storage, and varying

degrees of sedentism to support rapidly growing populations. This does not mean that socio‑

economic systems associated with Pithouse I, the Eayam Phase, and possibly the Lochnore
Phase were not well adapted prior to the terrrperature downturn. Merely, that these systems were

most precariously positioned to survive a major ecological shake‑up. Some coastal systems
may also have been affected by this process as well, since they too are largely gone between .

3500 and 3000 b.p.
lncreased environmenta1 pressure will always have the effect of "heating up" the economic

relations between neighboring groups ofpeople. Thus as the effbcts ofNeoglaciation were
increasingly felt by coastal and interior peoples, opportunities for uncontested variance shrank.

Direct inter‑system competition may have eliminated some systems. For example, as early as

4500 b.p. the Lelman phase fbraging pattern vanishes from the Canadian Plateau, possibly

swamped by the presence of the new techno‑economic tradition, Lochnore [STRyD and
RoussEAu 1996]. It remains unclear whether the Lochnore system failed like Pithouse I, to be

later replaced by Shuswap horizon collectors, evolved into the Shuswap collector system, or
was directly outcompeted or culturally swamped by populations bearing the Shuswap collector
system. The decline of the various fbrager systems and subsequent rise of collectors on the
Coast appears not to have been separated by any distinct hiatus in occupation ofthe sort that
occurred on the Plateau and even slightly inland on the Coast (i.e. Eayam Phase). This suggests

that either older systems were abruptly replaced by expanding collector populations or that
some iocal groups were receptive to dramatically different economic strategies. With reference
to the former option, McMillan [1998] argues that although data are somewhat sparse, a north

to south population expansion on the west coast of Vancouver Island may have occurred
immediately prior to 2000 b.p. Although this date is too late fbr our period ofconcern, it does

suggest the possibility that population expansions did occur on the Northwest Coast with some
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fairly dramatic consequences.

Receptiveness ofpopulations to change ofthis scale would require relatively specialized
conditions. Itising population [CRoEs and HAcKENBERGER 1988] and increasingly constrained
resource availability could inspire expanded social competition. Under these conditions, aspimg

elites, who were exposed to alternate economic strategies, such as the technology and labor
organization required to implement a collector‑like system, could be expected to seize the
opportunity, particularly if the new system was observed to be successfu1 in neighboring areas.

The Gulf of Georgia area could provide an example of this process. IC as Carlson and Hobler

[1993] argue, some Charles Culture peoples had already developed some form of a social
hierarchy as reflected in the mortuary complexes at Pender Canal as well as Tsawwassen
[ARcAs CoNsuLTING ARcHEoLoGIsTs 1991, 1994], but were yet lacking the basic characteristics
of a collector system, emergent elites may have maintained power through means other than
amassing stored resources, such as through control of fbraging space [MATsoN 1983, 1985].
Control oftenitory could be an economically efficient strategy ifresources were predictably
abundant, but access was spatially and temporally variable [DysoN‑HuDsoN and SMiTH 1978].
Declming economic returns on fbraging patches at the Neoglacial temperature downturn could
have destabilized social relations. Competitive success at this point may have been dependent
on the ability of some to implement strategies that pemitted maintenance of surplus subsistence
goods during periods of otherwise short supply. If the collector system had emerged to the nonh,

possibly 1OOO years earlier, it could not have been entirely unlmown to the peoples ofthe Gulf
ofGeorgia, Some groups probably took the risk, exploimg these tactics to gain socio‑economic
advantage. Success of the new collector‑like strategies quickly drove alternative systems to
extinction, resulting in declining cultural variance. This is similar to the process envisioned by

Carneiro [1970] for the rise ofcomplex societies elsewhere.

We therefore argue that though the collector system arose during the Middle Holocene as
only one ofmany variant hunter‑gatherer systems, it was favored by ̀tiust history" [GouLD

1989: 323]. The expansion of collector systems after 4000 b.p. came not entirely as a
consequence oftheir greater adaptive efficiency. Prior to 4000 b.p., some other systems were
probably equally efficient. Rather, their spread was dependent upon the temperature dowritum

ofthe Neoglacial and, iR this sense, was a consequence ofhistorical contingency. Without

Neogiaciation and its associated ecological effects, perhaps there would have been no
"Developed Northwest Coast Pattern" [MATsoN and CoupLAND 1995] or interior winter village
pattern [CHATTERs 1989, 1995] in the late prehistoric and contact periods. If cultural evolution

is indeed a historically contingent process, then we must rethink many of our arguments
favoring adaptive efficiency and "progress" as the explanatory modus operandi.

CONCLUSION
Much further research will be necessary to better understand the process of cultural
evolution in the Pacific Northwest during the Middle Holocene. The tempo and mode of Middle
Holocene cultural evolution in the Pacific Northwest appears to have been one ofpunctuated
equilibrium facilitated by differential emergence and success of socio‑economic systems. A
wide range ofsystemic entities came about during a time ofrelaxed selection pressure, as groups
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fissioned and successfu11y explored new forms ofmobility, subsistence, and social organization.

The ultimately successfu1 variant, the collector system, originating perhaps in the Queen
Charlotte Islands and/or possibly on the British Columbia central Coast, was at one time only
one ofmany successfu1 entities. Its survival and expansion after the fu11 onset ofNeoglaciation

was a historically contingent event. This is an example of cultural diversification and

decimation, a pattern that is actually common in many regional sequences, particularly
associated with the evolution ofmajor new cultural variants. Diversification and decimation
can be recognized at the transition to agriculture in southwest Asia, in the rise and fa11 of
horticultural and hunter‑gatherer systems in the late prehistoric Great Plains and Great Basin
ofNorth America, and in the transition from Woodland to Mississippian societies in the North

American Southeast. As in biology, cultural evolution is clearly a consequence ofgeneral
processes and historical contingency.
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